Sunny Days
EYFS, Key Stage 1 & SEN

PASTE PHOTO HERE

Look down. What are you standing on? Explore
the ground and all its wriggling inhabitants in
this double bill of quirky dance films. Shot in the
great outdoors, these dance films celebrate the
magic of the natural world - crawling and
jumping in long grass, following bees in the
park and the warm feeling of the sun on your
face. Join our adventure as we dance among
the grass. How does it feel?

This Pack Includes:
1) Introduction
2) Lesson Plan: Movement Session Ideas
Warm up and cool down
Movement Exploration ideas inspired by
the films
Let’s make a Sunny Days dance –
Choreographic task
3) Activity Sheets
Activity 1: Nature Collage
Activity 2: Jumping Trail
Activity 3: Make A Story
4) Curriculum Linked Extension Ideas

Access
Audio described versions of films available (both embedded and as a separate
audio file)
Sunny Days is accompanied by three sensory films. These films can
be used as an additional access point to the GRASS films for children
who experience the world in a more sensory way & as s a stimuli for
creative play and physical movement
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Introduction
Welcome to the Sunny Days Teachers Pack. The pack contains sensory dance ideas for
you to explore in your classroom, school hall or grassy area. You can do these activities
inside or outside – it would be perfect if you can find a patch of grass to explore on!

The films and associated activities are designed with sensory learners in mind,
including EYFS, Key Stage 1 and SEN groups. You can use the films as part of
curriculum activities or a wider project - feel free to pick and choose the most
appropriate activities for your class or group. Working through dance gives children
the chance to explore moving their bodies, develop self-expression and spatial
awareness. There are also worksheets that encourage you to go outside and explore,
and extension activities linked to English, Maths, Science, PE, Music, Art. Explore and
follow your own adventures leading on from this too – we would love to hear about
them via email or social media!

You Will Need
Space to move. This could be in your classroom, school hall or playground.
If you don’t have access to grass in your school, you could consider buying a
roll of turf to explore in a tuff tray or on tarpaulin.
If exploring on grass, we recommend taking your shoes and socks off to
explore how the grass feels.

Key Themes
The films link to the following themes: Nature and the natural environment, minibeasts, dance
and movement.
The films and associated activities will develop: Movement, coordination, balance, body
awareness, confidence, awe and wonder, play, imagination, creative writing, health and
wellbeing, sensory awareness and exploration – using all the senses including the vestibular
system and proprioception.
The films also encourage seven areas of engagement: Responsiveness, curiosity, discovery,
anticipation, persistence, initiation and investigation.
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Sensory Dance: Supporting
Learning in a Different Way
The activities in these packs have been developed
by specialist SEN teacher Sonya Mould with the
support of sensory engagement specialist Joanna
Grace. We are keen that children who explore the
world in a sensory way have equal opportunities to
explore nature and dance and have included
‘sensory tips’ along the way. We think these tips will
support everyone’s learning and encourage you to
be as sensory in your explorations as possible!
Each sensory film invites you to explore moving on
grass in a different way, at your own pace. You can
watch for as long or short as you like, pause in the
middle or keep it looping while you dance yourself.

If you support children with
restricted or limited movements:
Don’t be afraid to translate movements to different
parts of the body. For example, if we ask you to
explore movement with the feet, this can also be
done with hands, heads, elbows or backs.
Encourage participation through their own ability to
move, even slight movements of limbs, head, eyes,
stiffening and relaxing etc.

“The sensory world gives us a
wonderful opportunity to meet as
equals and to explore the moment
of life that we are sharing.
Engaging and exploring sensation
through the famous five senses, and
beyond into the subconscious
senses like vestibulation and
proprioception enables us,
regardless of disability, ability and
neurodiversity to touch the now."
(Joanna Grace, 2020)

Sensory Tip

You could gently support limbs using scarves to
enable independent free movements where
possible.

When introducing the activities, offer
a cue for the participants. This could
be done by smelling some grass

The activities could be done whilst lying on a bed,
sitting in a chair, whilst using standing frames,
walking sling, lying support or walking aid, or even
on a resonance board.

Prepare cut grass in a tub and rub it in
your hands to release the smell

If the participant requires physical support to
experience movements, then please share the
movements with hand under hand support – taking
into account the individual’s independent and safe
movement.

You can also microwave the grass for
approx. 10 seconds to accentuate the
smell
(Please be aware of grass allergies!)
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Lesson Plan: Movement Session Ideas
The activities have been set out in a lesson plan format. Depending upon your
class you could deliver this in different ways. For example:
As one lesson
As three lessons, focusing on one sensory film per lesson
As a half term block of sessions, building on the work to enable familiarity
and confidence to develop
Please feel free to adjust and adapt to suit your group.

Lesson Plan for
Sunny Days

Class Group: EYFS and KS1 (Inclusive of SEN)
(This could also be offered to a range of older groups with different needs)
Subjects: PE – Dance
Cross-curricular links: English, Maths, Science

Learning
Objectives
& Outcomes

Learning Objective: To develop competence with a range of movements
through Dance
Learning Outcomes:
All pupils will:
I can experience the sensations of movements
I can control a movement of single action
I can express myself through my movement responses
I can experience creating a dance
Most pupils will:
I can produce actions and movements in a consistent manner
I can jump, roll, run
I can control and coordinate my movements
I can express myself through repetitive movements
I can participate in creating a dance
A few pupils will:
I can confidently produce a range of movements
I can confidently link several actions with intent
I can consistently respond to movements with intent using more than one
movement
I will combine movements with the intent of creating a dance

Lesson Starter

Our session is about Sunny Days dance films and activities! It’s all about being
outside and exploring the world around us.

Watch the Sunny Days film then ask the children to find a space on their own, lie
down and close their eyes. Ask them to think back to the film and to answer the
following questions in their heads:

What did you see?
Where was the film set?
Can you think of three different things that Imogen did?
What did you hear?
What did you think about? What did you feel?
Now come back into a circle and ask them to share some of their responses.

Lesson Main
Warm up: (Music suggestion: Give it Away by Zero 7, Nature Recordings or birdsong)
Ask the children to find a space by themselves
Imagine you are a grass seed and curl up small
Imagine the sun warming you up
Stretch up taller and taller as your grass grows
With your arms up, slowly stretch forward and backward, side to side
Take a deep breath and slowly roll down to touch the floor
Lie on the floor and stretch your whole body
Curl back into your seed ball
Repeat 2 to 3 times

Activity One: Let’s explore rolling:
(Music Suggestion: Comptine d'un autre ete, l'apres-midi by Yann Tiersen from the Amelie soundtrack)
Watch the sensory film 'Rolling'. In a circle, discuss what rolling feels like. Where can you feel the squash
and squeeze on your body? Then spread out in the space and explore rolling
Can you roll along on your side? Can you roll on your bottom?
Can you roll forward and backward?
Can you roll fast and slow?
Can you roll towards and away from something/someone?
If you have access to balls, tubes or wheels, ask the children to experiment with rolling them along their
own body or on the ground. Push and Pull. Can you roll them on someone else's body.

Sensory Tip: Could you lie on a blanket and be rolled? Those supporting you could help to roll using a
blanket or a slide sheet. Be gentle and slow, support movements.
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Activity Two: Let’s explore jumping:
(Music suggestion: Finding some bouncy, vibrant music. E.g. Tamacun by Rodrigo y Gabriela or
Cirrus by Bonobo)
Watch the sensory film 'Jumping'. In a circle, discuss what jumping on grass feels like. Then spread
out in the space and explore jumping and bouncing in your own way.
Can you jump high? Can you jump low?
Can you jump side to side?
Can you jump fast? Can you jump slow?
Can you jump on one foot or two feet?
Can you experience jumping hands, arms, eyes, fingers?
Can you jump on the grass yourself or support your partner to jump? If supporting someone to
experience jumping you can:
use scarves to elevate limbs then rise and lower to emulate the jump - please be mindful of
their movement ranges and do not exceed these
use a tray to put their feet up and rise lower this again to generate the feeling of the jump
and the pressure on the feet and bed the knees
if available you can use a walking sling to support the pupils and lower so that they can
practice pushing through their legs, or you can gently apply pressure on the knees so they
can feel the pressure
if a child requires less support encourage them to use a stable rail or bar to steady their
balance. Please do not physically pull on arms or under shoulders - risk of dislocation or
damage to joints and ligaments
Ask the children what minibeasts they know that jump. Try out jumping like a cricket,
grasshopper or flea.

Sensory Tip: You could change music to prompt jumping in different ways and with different
dynamics.
Activity Three: Let’s imagine a buzzing bee:
(Music suggestion: Nature recordings)
Watch the sensory film 'Buzzing'. Find a partner to work with. Ask one child to pretend their
finger is a bee and move it around the space making a buzzing sound. The other child will pretend
to follow the bee around the space.
Can you follow the bee with your eyes?
Can you follow the sound of the bee with your ears?
Can you follow the bee with your body?
Can you buzz with different flowers?
Can you change the pace of the buzzing bee, moving slowly and quickly, up, down and
around?
Switch over or change partners.

Sensory Tip: Look, listen and follow as the bee buzzes. Those supporting can use their fingers
and make buzzing sounds or make a bee and put it on a stick for the participant to watch. Ensure
you move at a speed that the participant can follow with their eyes.
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Activity Four: Let’s make a Sunny Days dance:
(Music Suggestion: In the Back of a Taxi by Penguin Café Orchestra)
Now let’s make our own Sunny Days dance, this could be done individually or in small groups. Think
about all the Sunny Days films. What movements can you remember?

Step 1: Choose 3 movements from the movement exploration linked to the sensory films. How
about some jumps and rolls, or flying like a bee?
Step 2: Put these movements into an order and practice them one after another.
Step 3: Choose two more movements, one for the beginning and one for the end.
Step 4: Now put them all together! Practice dancing them and share with your friends.
A little more fun:
Why not repeat parts of the dance and try them in a different order to make your dance longer or
slightly different?
You could also combine your sequence with the sequence of a partner to create a duet. Then share
your new dance with the group!

Cool Down: Music suggestion: Deep Divers Theme, Deep Divers, Nature Recordings
Ask the children to find a space by themselves:
Lie down on the floor
Imagine you are on the grass – how does it feel?
Can you feel it on your back/legs/side?
Gently stretch your arms and legs
Take several deep breaths in and slowly release them
Relax into the ‘grass’

Lesson
Extension
Activities
Plenary

Activity Sheet 1: Nature Collage
Activity Sheet 2: Jumping Trail
Activity Sheet 3: Make A Story
Please see activity sheets and print if needed
Come back into a circle. Ask the children to take turns to share examples of the
movements they have created, or you could ask groups of four children to show at
the same time. You could video these for your records. Which movements were
their favourite? – ask them to show you and the class. Encourage others to copy
these movements. See who was able to do a sequence of movements.
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Assessment

What to look for:
All pupils are able to:
show response in some way to experience the sensations of movements
can control the movement of a single action
can show enjoyment or displeasure through response indicate preference for a
movement.
Most pupils are able to:
make the same movement in the same way
jump, roll, run
show control when repeating movements and coordinate their limbs
repeat movements they enjoy, not repeat movements they don’t like
choose movements for a dance and make some movements during a dance.
A few pupils are able to:
move confidently when producing a range of movements
link two or more actions together in a row
show preference for specific movements and link them together performing
each movement with consistency
combine movements with the intent of creating a dance.

Evaluation

Were the children engaged through out? Were they keen to, and did they participate?
Could they participate in the movements? Could they copy, repeat or link
movements? Could they show preference? Did they have control, balance or
coordination?

Resources

You will need:
A space for movement and group work (ideally an outside space)
PE clothing or relaxed clothing to enable free movement
Grass - outside or cut on a tray or in a tub
Music for warm up / cool down, movement explorations, and making a dance
If you have children with talking aids prepare relevant symbols, pages, or
recordings to allow verbal participation (may include movement names –
jump, roll, follow, minibeast names, fast and slow, left, right, stop, start, again,
more and any others relent to the individual)
Any relevant postural equipment being used: standing frames, walking
frames, lying supports, standing slings
Any moving and handling equipment required – slings, slide sheets, hoists,
belts

Extension
Activity
Resources

Paper, pencils or wax crayons
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Activity Sheet One: Nature Collage
This activity is designed to be done outside. You will need a small bag or
container, glue or double-sided sticky tape, card (thick enough to stay rigid).
In this activity we are going to explore nature by smelling, feeling and listening.

Step 1: Look around you and see if you can find and collect items that match the
colours of the rainbow. Red, Orange, Yellow, Green, Blue, Indigo, Violet. Hunt for
leaves, flowers, seeds, nuts, stems, grass... try to find something of each colour.
Step 2: Take your collection home and stick it onto your pieces of card
using tape or glue.
SENSORY TIP: Look closely, smell the flowers, leaves, herbs and listen for the sounds
around you. As you move from place to place to explore different colours, can you buzz like
a bee, flutter like a butterfly, or creep like a spider?

If you don't have access to an outside space the children can bring in things from home, you could bring in a range of things,
or things could be collected from a visit to the park, beach, school grounds, then the collage can be in the classroom.
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Activity Sheet Two: Jumping Trail
This activity can be done inside or
outside, although you will need space to
move.
The jumps can be done with your full
body, on the table top with your fingers
or using a soft toy.
Look around you, what do you see?
Let's start jumping...

Step 1: Follow the jumping trail instructions
Turn to face the right, jump three big jumps in that direction
Turn to the left, jump two small jumps in that direction
Spin around on the spot
Move four skipping jumps forward
Look around you, what do you see?
SENSORY TIP: You can gently tap or rub on the corresponding arm/shoulder/hand to
reinforce LEFT or RIGHT. You can make a jump with your fingers on the back of the hand of
who you are supporting to indicate jump. You can make a small circle on the back of the
hand of who you are supporting to indicate turn around.

Step 2: Make your own jumping trail:
Choose a spot to jump to. Choose how to jump to that place
Choose different ways to jump on your own trail (e.g jump in
different ways to different places in different directions; add a roll
or a buzz on your trail)
Step 3: Share jumping trails
Give instructions to a friend so they can follow your trail
Can you write the instructions, or draw a 'jump' map for others to follow?
Follow a friend's instructions on their trail
A little more fun:

You and your friends can combine your trails, mix the instructions around - see where you end up...
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Activity Sheet Three: Make A Story
This is a group story writing activity but could also be done individually or in pairs. This will
focus on the composition of the story, where the children work on articulating ideas and
structuring them in speech and writing. You could also do this as a verbal activity as a group
and each suggest an idea.

Sit in a circle and ask the children to think back to the film and Imogen- the
way she moved, her actions, what she was doing - and to discuss the
following questions together:
o What did you see?
o Where was the film set?

o What did Imogen do?
o How did she move?

o Who do you think Imogen is?
o What do you think she was up to?

Write a story about Imogen and the adventures she has been on...
Plan your story:
Choose what you want to write about
Discuss your ideas and communicate with the group
Think about the things and words you may want to use to describe
what is happening
Think about the background, what is happening, who is in the story,
what they are doing?
Compose, sequence and draft your story
The Introduction
How will it start?
Who are the characters?
What is the setting –
where are they, what can
be seen, heard or smelt?
Sometimes introduce a
problem

The Middle
The main event
What are they doing?
What happens?
Events that happen,
maybe whilst trying to
solve the problem

The End
How was the problem
solved?
What did the experience feel
like?
How were the characters
effected by what happened?
What have we learnt?

Review and revise your story
Read the story
Does it make sense?
Does it have a sequence?
Does it have a beginning, middle and end?
Read the story aloud to others
Illustrate your story
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Theme Extension Activities
Science - minibeasts, plants, life cycles, habitats
Sciencing: List and information of jumping insects
The Imagination Tree: insect activities and ideas
Education World: lesson plan ideas for 'Bug' related lessons
Identification information (Downloadable Visuals)
BBC Schools: The Anatomy of the flower
Education Quizzes: Identify well known plants quiz
Photosynthesis: BBC Bitesized: Plants (18 clips)
English - Stories and Poems
Making marks in grass or mud trays
Nursery World: messing about with mud Activity Village: flower fine motor activity ideas
Art

PE

Red Ted Art: Grass heads
Science & Plants for Schools: Information and activity ideas
Art bubble leaf printing collage
Hands on as we grow: leaf activity ideas
Kid Activities: Leaf activity ideas
Kids Craft Room: flower craft activity ideas
The Craft Train: 50 flower craft ideas
Activity Village: Bee craft ideas
Pink Oatmeal: Physical activities ('Insect' themed - scroll past 'The Farm')

There are also lots of lovely activties on the Holland Park Ecology Centre website
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